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Saraswati ~*~ Salutations to Saraswati Goddess of sweet Speech you dwell in the ocean of Supreme light ~*~ You have created a music of heavenly rhythms To enlighten the minds of men! ~*~ O Goddess of Divine Speech! You are the destroyer of demons through words divine ~*~ O Mother of divine scriptures May we live in your sweet melody and bathe in your poetic splendour ~*~ With your pure and sweet waters of light May you illumine our minds with divine wisdom and protect the rivers of life from extinction ~*~ Grant me your milk of wisdom Imbue poesy with divine melody And sweetly dance upon my tongue with rhythmic tunes ~*~ O Goddess Saraswati, Sport as a Swan in the lake of my mind, and as a lotus in my thoughts I pranaam to Saraswati, the Goddess of Divine Speech ~*~
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Mā Saraswatī – The Universal Mother As we know from history, the ancient Indian race settled in the Indus valley (now in Pakistan) and were farmers. Gradually they moved east and settled on the banks of another river which was not as massive as the Indus, but had many localized pools of water connected with narrow streams. The pool of water in Sanskrit language is called saras (সর ) and this river came to be known as Saraswatī (সর তী) , “a river of many pools.” The land around Saraswatī was very fertile and farming was easy. People had time to reflect on life and they developed the hymns of the Vedic literature that have been the source of Hindu faith. The River Saraswatī became the source of food as well as of inspiration. Poets wrote about her and treated her as a Mother. They offered their prayers praising the river. The poetic literature gradually turned to describe her as the Universal Mother who takes care of life. Our origin might be coming from the distant stars, but our living is nurtured by the Mother. River Saraswatī became a symbol of faith and she was conceived as the ever-lasting mother for all living beings. The iconic concept of Saraswatī sitting on a swan in a pond with a book, veena and prayer beads in her hands has origin from such imagination. As India became more philosophical, the thinkers conceived of more potent feminine energy than simple food and knowledge. They conceived that the entire universe operates with a feminine energy that they called shakti (শি ). The sun may have light, but it is the shakti that brings the light to earth. I may have life, but it is the shakti in me that would enable me to receive sun’s light. The concept developed that the universe is nonfunctional if there is no shakti. In such case there must be a remote shakti which would awaken the universe to function. They called it Parāshakti (পরাশি ) which we worship as Mā Kālī (মা কালী). As she awakens the universe, she also can put it into sleep. Her doings are unknown to us. We survive through Mā Kālī’s blessings. Larger forces like wars, aggressions, fire, earthquakes, volcanos, hurricanes, tsunamis etc. can come and destroy us. The universal mother transforms herself into Mā Lakṣmī (মা
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ল ী) to rescue us from these disasters. Mā Lakṣmī is a shakti , that is the protector of life in the universe. Finally, the poets conceived of a third shakti that we use every day. This shakti is the earlier river we spoke about. I must know how to use the river, I must know how to cultivate my land, I must know how to speak; I must know what is good for me! The shakti that gives me intellect was given the name Mā Saraswatī (মা সর তী). Like a river, Mā Saraswatī is never hesitant in her giving. But she knows that knowledge is obtained only by studying hard to gain it. She likes people who have industry and who have patience. She is the entire source of intellect in our life. The intelligence in our brains and the strength is our muscles are caused by her shakti. She expects us to be sincere in developing our intelligence or practicing to develop our muscles. She knows that good thoughts live in pure minds, so she expects us to be pure in our mind. Dress simply, but dress clean. Be pleasant in your manners, let your voice be sweet. Let you sing a melody to your waiting friend. She plays her veena for her swan in the quiet of the pond. Her conceived image is an example of this purity. In the nature of life we have to go places, do our studies, win competitions, pass tests, make a living, be friendly to people, fight against people who are bad to us, understand nature, make discoveries, cultivate expertise in the arts, music and dance, excel in our physical form and health, and finally excel in everything we do! All is done by the grace of Mā Saraswatī. The thought is that all our success is contained in our communication. If one thing we ask Mā Saraswatī to give, it is the purity in our speech. Let our words be clear and be expressed from our heart. Let us not hide behind statements that we do not mean. Mā Saraswatī is called Vak Devī (বা দবী), the Goddess of Speech. Once our speech is in control, our life would get its discipline. Let our voice be sweet and soft. Let it please humans, animals, birds and other living beings. Let Mā Saraswatī help us. Let us pray! sarasvati mahābhāge vidye kamalalocane |vidyārūpe viśālākṣi vidyāṁ dehi namo'stu te সর তত মহাভােগ িতগেয কমলগলাচেগ | িতেযা গপ িতশালািত িতেযা◌া◌ং দযতহ ◌গমাঽ দত O’ Ma Saraswati, O’ Blessed One, O’ Knowledge Resource, O’ Beauty with Lotus Eyes. O’ Embodiment of Knowledge, the Wide-Eyed One. Please give knowledge. Let prayers ring for you.
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Shri Shastriji: “When we pray to the mother, we say: ‘My mind and intellect are the Parvati-element (essence of the Divine Mother). My breath (or prana) is my friend who is always with me. This building in which I dwell is my body on which I spend a lot of time, energy, and money to protect and maintain it. This, too, is worship of You. When I go to sleep, it is just like going into Samadhi. When I move about, it is like doing pradakshina (sacred circumambulation) around you. All sounds that come out of the mouths of living beings sing Thy praise. Whatever work I do, whatever action I perform, is worship of You, Oh Divine Mother.’ When this feeling is always with you, then you will possess real knowledge. When the whole prayer recited above becomes A WAY OF LIFE, THEN THE WHOLE LIFE BECOMES AN ACT OF WORSHIP. Then gradually detachment from the material world takes place and attachment to the divine world begins and grows.



(SAMSMARAM, p. 553).
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Mother Earth & the Divine Feminine and what we can learn from the East



There are interesting parallels between Daoist Nature philosophy, Traditional Chinese medical philosophy and Indian Goddess mythology. In the following article I have illustrated certain aspects of the former and compared them in particular with Ma Sarasvati, the white aspect of the triple Goddess (red for Lakshmi, black for Kali Ma). The poetic and symbolic language in which both Chinese and Indian wisdom traditions are embedded; offer something invaluable to our Western rational and linear way of thinking. In this instance it brings to life key qualities of the most refined aspect of the earth/mother archetype, portraying an embodied understanding of what is meant by: ‘to nourish life’. Ancient China and the earth element Chinese Daoist nature philosophy, which has inspired Traditional Chinese Medicine for the last 3000 years, states that the element earth: Tu 土 is associated with Mother, with soil, with land, with grains, with harvest, nature and nurture. Earth is where home is, where we belong, where we live with our families and tribes. The Earth element links with the colour yellow (the colour of grains) and the sweet taste which brings comfort, and integrates and harmonises all other bitter, sour, pungent and salty flavours. This is why in many cultures a meal is always completed and rounded off with something sweet. Earth is where our centre is, it is the fifth direction that points to the middle which in the body is the solar plexus.
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In the body, earth manifests through the stomach and the spleen and its digestive powers, the flesh and the muscles on our bones and with our lips. In the human voice earth gives us the ability to speak with a slight undulating singing sound, the kind of sound you hear in a mother’s voice when she is trying to comfort her crying baby. A healthy singing sound has always a ‘sweet’, loving quality, not a sickly sweet or cloying one. The emotion associated with Earth is sympathy or empathy (Greek: sympatheia “fellow feeling”, community of feeling – Chinese 同情 Tóngqíng = acceptance, compassion, feeling, mercy). As such, sympathy relates to our trans-gender capacity to care, to nurture and to mother, but it also relates to our ability to think clearly and rationally. After empathy, thinking is regarded the second ‘emotion’ in the Earth element. The word that unites both empathy and thinking is ‘understanding’ - one understands with the heart and one understands with the mind. One doesn’t work without the other. Therefore, when as children, we’ve been securely held and nurtured by our mother, or substitute care-giver, we thrive not only physically and emotionally but also intellectually: flesh, muscles and brain tissue will be healthy, we can digest both food and information and relate socially through the capacity to feel, to understand and to care. Maternal deprivation or malnourishment on the other hand can cause eating disorders, learning difficulties and a worrying mind that goes around in circles. And there may be problems with finding a job or a stable home base, i.e. issues around caring and nurturing of self (but also of others). Further disturbance in our mother/earth relationship can manifest as greed or insatiable hunger on the one hand or self sacrifice and martyrdom on the other. Both are painful afflictions or extreme expressions that can cause a lot of suffering. This may require deep healing: the healing of the spirit of the earth element. The spirit The spiritual aspect of the Earth element in Chinese thinking is closely linked with the qualities represented by the Indian Goddess Sarasvati. Yi 意 translated as intention or thought is seen as a spiritual gift. The original Chinese pictogram shows the heart and the spirit that lives within the heart, a mouth and the character for sound. What it means is that the
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sound that comes out of our mouths when we speak must be heart based. What matters is therefore not so much what we say, but how we say something. The feeling, the intention behind our words, and the sound we make should have a ‘heavenly vibration’, i.e. a pure and true ring to it. India - Enter Sarasvati With Sarasvati, in Hindu mythology, we have the Divine embodiment of the supreme Mother archetype. Sarasvati as the Goddess of heaven on earth, in possession of a potent intellect, associated with intelligence and knowledge, wisdom and learning, with speech, music and the arts. As such she illustrates the pinnacle of our human capacity to celebrate life in its highest form. Maybe it is for this reason that she appears in the last trimester of the Navaratri Festival, the nine nights in worship of the Divine Mother, after we have learnt the lessons set by Ma Kali and Ma Lakshmi. Then Ma Sarasvati, the great white Goddess, embodiment of purity, enlightened living, highest consciousness and bliss, appears to us as the crowning glory of the Tridevi/ triple goddess. Dressed in white she is the personification of purity – and riding on a white swan – she symbolises Sattwa Guna - discernment and purity of mind. Since white contains all the colours in the spectrum she also stands for completion and wholeness. As consort of Brahman, she brings us back to our origin, the elixir of life, the Holy Grail. Endowing us humans with the powers of speech, wisdom and learning we can invoke her through noble thoughts and words spoken with sweet sounds. She appears whenever we learn or study something new or when we teach others. She exalts through song, music and dance, the universal language of the heart. So when we sing her praises, read books of wisdom and connect with the earth, with nature, animals and humans in a spirit of ‘fellow feeling’ we engage with Sarasvati and she with us. Both Daoist and Indian Goddess traditions agree that when we align with the heavenly aspect of the earth, our use of language turns into a divine art form: intelligent and robust, and at the same time sweet and comforting. And at best it inspires us to song, poetry and philosophy.
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Even though this may be a high ideal, it is nevertheless one worth striving for as its benefits are indescribably far reaching. To find evidence for this, we don’t need to look far: Babaji in his short ministry was living proof of all the above and it is why thousands of people around the world still continue to draw sustenance from him by uttering the mantra and singing his praises. Thus the ‘living word’ of the Goddess, of Mother Earth with all her attributes lives on in our communities, when we come together, focus our minds and sing Her many names with heavenly inspired sounds. Om Aing Mahasaraswatyai Namah ! by Gaby



The Lute will Beg ~ by Hafiz



You need to become a pen In the Sun´s hand. We need for the earth to sing Through our pores and eyes. The body will again become restless until your soul paints all its beauty upon the sky. Don´t tell me, dear ones, That what Hafiz says is not true, For when the heart tastes its glorious destiny And you awake to our constant need for your love God’s lute will beg For your hands.
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Encounters with Babaji In 1974, the Lal family heard a rumour that a Shiva avatar had appeared in the form of Sri Haidakhan Wale Baba, also known simply as ‘Babaji’. Dr. Lal did not give much credence to this claim until one of his friends told him about a very holy book about Shiva coming as Sri Haidakhan Wale Baba and that this Babaji might be the same Babaji he and his wife had met before on Dronagiri mountain. At the time Sri Babaji was in Mathura, so the Lals drove off to meet Him. But to their disappointment, this Baba looked nothing like the old Babaji they had met before. This one was a youth of twenty or so, healthy and very strong and not at all like traditional pictures of Lord Shiva either. So, they decided to test this young man: Vimla Lal bowed down and asked Him: "Baba, have you ever been to Dronagiri?" His response was: "Did YOU go there?" "Don't you know about it", she asked, testing Him. "Yes, of course I do", Sri Babaji replied. He then asked Dr. Lal: "When will you go there again?" And Mrs. Lal pressed again: "Baba, when will YOU go there?" And then He replied using the same words He used when they met Him at Dronagiri mountain: "My child, whenever you go there with great devotion and faith, I will be there." This convinced Mrs. Lal. Sri Babaji then turned to Dr. Lal: "Doctor, last time at Dronagiri I was with you only three hours and now I will be with you for three days." Dr. Lal was convinced, and he had never told this Baba about his profession. Late in 1975 Sri Babaji rode to Haldwani with the Lals and Vimla's sister. When they drove past the village of Garam Pani, Sri Babaji pointed down to the riverbed and said: "Down there is a cave in which I meditated for more than one hundred years." Dr. Lal blurted out: "Baba! One hundred years?!" Sri Babaji said: "You are surprised because you don't think I am that old?" Vimla asked Sri Babaji if He had meditated there as Lord Shiva Himself and her sister asked: "Is Shiv adi ?” (adi = the beginning of everything, Adi Purusha, the origin of everything). Sri Babaji answered: "No, Shiva is anadi” (anadi = without beginning). He added that He might look young, but you cannot imagine how old He really is. He concluded: "Don't go by appearances." A story from “Iam Harmony”
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Raghu meets Babaji The first week I was in Herakhan, I did not see anything in Babaji, His devotees or the temples there. I was thinking negative thoughts most of the day about everything there, but somehow I stayed and more surprisingly, in hindsight, Babaji let me stay even if I was not participating in Karma yoga, pranaams, dressing properly or many of the other customs we have in Herakhan. After about a week I became aware of the negativity in my mind, that nothing and nobody had a chance to penetrate this negative screen through which I saw everything. In retrospect this was perhaps my first miracle there: to become aware as a separate person of my mental limitations. I was wondering why I had not left yet as I had no limits to my time, place or money and could go anywhere I pleased. I contemplated that I was actually on a sort of spiritual research trip, and even though I did not recognize anything I thought I was looking for, I did see I was in a beautiful place in nature and these people with their shaven heads were actually friendly, even if they were not appearing all that smart to me. I decided to give it a chance and try to be open; to find out what this Babaji was all about and what moved these people……. I started to walk around with interest and discovered the ashram shop: A small place with some prasaad, a few things to eat and some malas, lunghis etc. I saw how the girl there, Letizia was living there in the back of the shop in a nice clean space with a small temple next to her simple bed. I commented to Letizia that she had a nice set up here in the jungle. She became instantly sad and told me that her visa was finished and she had to leave to go back to Italy the next day. “If you like it so much perhaps you can ask to Babaji if you can do this because after me there is nobody to take over”. That seemed a very interesting idea to me and the job was also appealing. It was also a good opportunity to talk to Babaji about something which had not really happened yet. I found Him in the garden all by Himself and I walked up to Him and said that I was in the shop and this girl told me that there is nobody to run the shop after she leaves tomorrow.”If you need I can help and do this job.” I had hardly finished the sentence when Babaji answered with a loud "NO!". I thought ….well, no
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need to get excited, I did not really care much, and thought He had some other plan and I started to walk away. Then he said: "Hey you, you think you can get all these things for the shop from Haldwani?" That I had not considered, that busy funny town some 25 Kilometres thru the jungle and riverbed, and thoughts like this passed quickly through my head while He was looking at me, waiting for the answer. Before I realized I answered, “I can try”. Babaji laughed and said, "OK you try”. I went back to see Letizia and told her about the outcome. She told me she would go to Babaji in the morning to give Him the final accounts and the money from the shop and it would be good for me to be there. So we did this the next day and Babaji accepted the money from Letizia and put it in His pocket. I started wondering how I should buy things for the shop the next day. Then Babaji asked me "Do you have money?" All my alarm systems went off and my suspicion that it was all about the money in this place was going to be answered now. Reluctantly I said yes, I do. Babaji said then, “You put your money in and start with 1500 rupees”. I was very suspicious and did not answer. Vishnu Datt Shastri, Gaura Devi, Lok Nath and Letizia were all looking at me to hear what I would answer. I stayed silent and looked back at everybody until Babaji said in the sweetest voice: "But when you leave I will give you your money back". I checked again the faces of everybody as they became witnesses in this deal and I said OK. That same day I went to Haldwani with Letizia, and Muniraj guided me to some shops. The following day I was back in Herakhan beginning a new life. Day by day I sank in deeper by listening to the stories from all these people who were there. Being in the shop, I met them all…… Weeks went by and I became very attracted and focused on Him but still did not trust Him yet. I was maybe already 3 or 4 weeks in Herakhan when one morning I woke up with wonderful strong sensations inside me which I did not recognize. At a certain point in the morning, while standing in the shop, I notice that an image of Lord Shiva hanging on the wall in the shop was looking at me, like really looking! Then I also noticed a picture of Guru Nanak, the Guru of the Sikh religion which was hanging there, was
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also looking strongly at me. I could feel it inside. There were also pictures of Babaji looking at me as well. All of these eyes looking straight at me gave me a very strong sensation which at that moment fused my whole logical thinking. At first I thought it was Babaji's presence in those pictures but that changed quickly, I felt that He was inside of me altering my perception. All of a sudden everything the pictures, the walls, everything around me including my own body and mind, became somehow connected to this one source of energy, which I translated as Babaji……I stood there motionless in the middle of the shop viewing all these things inside and around me, in total amazement. When slowly my mind came crawling back in, I realized that this was my version of what all these people were experiencing, and what I was singing in the aarti and reading about in the books on Babaji. Completely engulfed with these divine sensations I felt I had to do something. I closed the shop and went looking for Babaji and found Him sitting on the swinging chair in the kirtan hall. I then made my first pranaam fully from my soul, heart and mind. Until that day Babaji had named me ‘shopper’ when He called out for me. When I looked up at Him after that full pranaam, He looked at me and said: "Your name Raghuvir, your name now Raghuvir Charan”.
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Gurupurnima in Italy



by Phul Singh, President of the Italian Samaj



8th August: After a short pause of reflection I write to you about our Gurupurnima celebrations, which I think have been very intense and successful. We had nothing but praise from all those who participated during the four days, organized by a small group whom I thank from the heart, as I also thank those who came to help us in those days. Several devotees, before leaving the Ashram, came to me thanking me for everything that had been done for them. Personally I am a little bit disappointed not to have seen some of the devotees of the Cisternino valley on this occasion. This celebration has been above all about unity between us, accepting differences without imposing personal views or ideas. There's a Munirajji’s phrase that I often repeat to myself. "WE ARE NOT NOBODY", (we are nothing) we are here to learn. It's really true. We need to be humble, accepting differences, because in each of us there is good and it's important to use the "good that's in us" to progress. I thank Jai HO for trying to balance the situation in the Satsangs where it is still not easy between us brothers. Thank you Sanjeev, who with his sympathy, supported our Satsangs. Finally a warm thank you to Alok Banerjee Maharaj, who with his patience, intelligence and devotion responded to all the variety of questions from devotees, and for his participating in the various programs in an impeccable manner.
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Cisternino - Women only Fire Ceremony



Luk Singh singing his Babaji love song



Italian Cisternino Satsang



Happy Birthday Guests and Hosts



17 Italian Devotees Satsang



Message from Shri Alok Banerjee: “Dear Phul & All My Dear Brothers & Sisters in Italy, With the blessings of Shree Babaji I am back home safe and sound in one piece. I am so happy that I could share this beautiful Gurupurnima function in Cisternino with all of you and I can tell you that it will remain in my heart as the most memorable GP function. From the bottom of my heart I thank you all for all the love and care you have given me. It makes me happy to see that all of you came together to make this function such a great success. It was indeed a great service you have done for the Haidakhandi Family with so much devotion and I am sure all who came there have gone back very happy. Your team work was excellent, for this big function cannot be organised by one person but only by a dedicated group who have given so much energy to make this celebration happen. Cisternino Ashram is such a beautiful and strong Home of Babaji, I request you to please keep it together and not let it fall apart. I know that with your dedicated service to Shree Babaji you can do it. I pray to Mahaprabhuji to bless you all, to keep you united and together as a family, and to do this good work in harmony and with the spirit of love for each other. Whenever you need me I am at your service. Bhole Baba Ki Jai ! Cisternino Dham Ki Jai ! With lots of love & good wishes to ALL, Alok.



1 week to go ! - Ramachandra’s Story Friday 24th July – Bhole Baba Ashram “The ashram is beautiful this morning. After breakfast in the shade outside the chai shop, the Italians have gathered and Phul Singh gently lists the karma yoga duties of the day. We all peel off and start our karma yoga. The heat is already strong at 8:30am. A team of five are painting the temple: Han Singh, Jaman Sing and others. The new colours are beautiful: deep terracotta and orange matt walls,
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white and cream gloss pillars and a moss green base. A gardener is preparing a large flower mandala outside Baba’s kurtir. Jaman Singh and his team have spent six months preparing and planting a vegetable garden which is now abundant with produce for the ashram kitchen. Four of us are putting up a tarpaulin cover to extend the eating area and protect people from the sun. Karmanand works silently: cleaning, painting, preparing. Marleen and Barbara run the office impeccably. Handymen: Paolo, Mimo and others are working in the grounds. Everywhere the newly painted ashram glistens in the sun and the cicadas buzz in the tall cedar and pine trees. Tara diligently performs a beautiful 5:30 havan in the dhuni, morning and evening. There is a seminar group staying here over the 24th-26th weekend and they join us for meals. Anantaram, Achala and their team serve wholesome macrobiotic food twice a day to the 20 karma yogis and seminar people. So Bhole Baba Ashram seems very harmonious these days; occasionally arguments break out amongst the ashramites, but the ashram is only as bad as the thoughts and words about it. The reality is hard work, tranquillity and a silent beauty. The Jai HO group arrives and meets quietly at the healing centre and agrees to offer the Ho’oponopono story and prayer after each morning aarati, to all who would like it. It works the next morning –forgiveness and love abounds – people have tears in their eyes, hugging strangers. Jaman is visibly moved by the story and prayer. By Tuesday night Alok and Sanjeev Sarna have arrived from India, but looking fresh and well this following morning. They room in the healing centre, a tranquil trullo house shaded by a mulberry tree, five minutes’ walk from the ashram. Gurupurnima programme starts in two days. The ashramites have planted many trees in the ashram: lemon, orange, apricot, peach, almond and grape vines - everybody in the ashram had given about 10 Euros each to buy these fruit trees.
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On Leadership, Reconciliation and the Italians



- by Raghuvir



Under the hot sun of southern Italy we enjoyed a lovely Guru Purnima close to the idyllic village of Cisternino. This beautiful sunny weather was also a bit much at times while we waited in long lines for the sumptuous, healthy bandaras which were served. Also during the strong havans one had the sensation of being in-between 2 fires, one from above and one from beneath us. But then in the evening aartis we sat under a beautiful starry sky in front of the exact copy of the Temple in Herakhan, singing together with many devoted hearts and spirits raised to great heights. About 150 people came from all over the world for these 4 wonderful days. Lots of dust has blown through the valley from Cisternino in the past year, but full praise for a small group of Phull Singh, Jaman Singh, Hansa Singh, Karmananda and several others who cleaned and painted the whole ashram & temple. A beautiful garden with vegetables and fruit trees was created this winter and this festival was organized by this small group. From the very beginning of this beautiful ashram, there has been controversy against leadership, and whoever was in charge. Apart from Phull Singh, there is nobody left anymore from the "old" devotees who wants to take the lead. Many devotees live in the valley of Cisternino (about 100) but we saw very few of these old friends. This was a sad aspect somehow, and many of us could not understand how these long time devotees could simply turn their backs on this beautiful ashram on such a festive occasion. This phenomenon can be seen in the world and also in other ashrams of Babaji (be it less evident). Perhaps it is for us to learn from Babaji's family in Italy to keep our focus on what binds us together rather than on the different ideas we have that separate us. The often announced kranti by Babaji is not only happening outside of us in the world but also takes place inside of us. It is therefore very important that we stay conscious how we behave towards those around us, as well as to the world around us. At this stage the teachings of Babaji are coming full speed in 4D at us. This can be a heavenly profound teaching but also a hellish experience if we do not learn our lessons.
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We did bring the Hawaiian meditation practice of forgiveness called Ho’oponopono to Cisternino. It had some immediate effect but it will need to be sincerely and regularly practiced, as wounds are deep and old for some. Perhaps it’s a good practice to do after aarti in all our ashrams, as it takes 5-10 minutes and changes the focus from blaming the "other" to what is happening inside of us. More explanations of this meditation technique can be found on the internet. But as I started off at the beginning of this account, the mood and spirits where high and it felt great to be there. It completely depends on what one is concentrated upon: your mind or your heart.



Gurupurnima Satsang Stories Beans mean God - by Luk Singh: “When I was little my grandfather always said at the dining table: ‘Thanks be to God who created these beans’. So I always wondered as a child who is the God who created the beans ? Then many years later I was in Haidakhan and I asked Gaura Devi to ask Babaji this same question. To my surprise Babaji answered: ‘That was me, 9000 years ago in China’. So that’s how I knew Babaji was God !! The Indian Election: “I can change it if you want “ – by Raghu At the end of the 1970’s Babaji was sitting in the garden with the villagers around him. Only with the villagers did he have real conversations. The national elections were coming up and the Congress Party running India had been corrupt since the British rule. The villagers knew the CP would always be ruling, so there was no point in voting. There was an agitated and alive talk with Babaji. He eventually said: ‘I can change it if you want’ The villagers had respect for him but two months before an election of 800 million people ? Well, the villagers had their doubts. So Babaji said: ‘I will change this.’ He instructed that a flag for the Lokpal party was erected. (The Lokpal had 10% of the vote at the time). Babaji instructed everyone in the ashram to sit in turn around the flag and chant Om
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Namaha Shivaya 24 hours a day. At the time we were doing a lot of karma yoga, so three or four of us during the night for a month were groaning Om Namaha Shivaya, tired and bored. Suddenly, during the month, corrupt cases in the Congress Party came on the news. The balance started to move in Indian society. But all the people sitting around the flag had no interest or enthusiasm for politics, there were no newspapers or radio in Haidakhan. Then at the moment of the elections, the Lokpal Party won for the first time in 40 years ! The congress party had been defeated. The Lokpal Party only lasted six months in power, but the line had been interrupted for the first time. On Toilets and Two Babas - by Mahendri My karma yoga was to clean the toilets while Baba was giving darshan at the temple. People did not clean up after themselves very well in the toilet, so I was getting angry about this. Then one day there was diarrhoea everywhere around and under the sink area. I had had enough, I stormed up to Babaji and threw the mop down in front of him and said: ‘I refuse to clean the shit of others!’ But he bellowed at me: ‘Go do it !’ I submissively walked back to the toilets via the garden, away from the group around him. But then suddenly he is standing in front of me, blessing me in the garden. There are two Babas ! One blessing me in the garden and one giving darshan at the temple ! It was absolutely impossible that he could have walked and got in front of me. The Bilocating Baba – by Gayatridevi I also saw Babaji in a second body with my own eyes. We were travelling around Gujarat in a big bus. While we were in Ambaji, at one point Babaji sat and gave darshan. I felt there was too much chaos with so many people pushing to get close, so I went away and sat alone on the steps near a small temple. I closed my eyes and said inside, ‘Baba, I’m so sorry but I cannot handle this’. When I looked up, suddenly there was Baba, coming out of the little temple all alone. He came straight to me and offered me His Foot, and I made pranam before He walked off. I swear there was no way He could have gotten there from where He was giving
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darshan. Later I asked my friends how long He had been away from the main darshan, and they said He had been there the whole time and never left! Singing Love Songs – by Luk Singh: I composed many songs in praise of Babaji and I would sing for him as I stayed on the Gufa side. I could just see across the valley Babaji’s small window. When I began to sing, he opened his window and when I stopped, he closed it again. This went on every evening for a month. But it was impossible that he could have heard my singing at that distance ! The Mother Murti of USA – by Ramloti In 1986 we acquired the land in Crestone, Colorado and in 1989 we built a small temple and discussed which murti to install. Some wanted a candle only. Some said lots of figures suggesting Buddha, Babaji, and Haidakhandeswari. There were difficulties between us deciding. Then one day I received a message that a parcel had arrived for us from India in Denver. So I drove to Denver in my small car and to my astonishment I found two large life size crates ! They contained a beautiful life-size murti of Haidakhandeswari, and in the other one a large lotus on which she would sit. Later I met Muniraji in India and asked him who decided the murti should be Mother and not Babaji? Muniraji replied: ‘I do not understand your question’. But later he said to me quietly ‘Ramloti, no one decided, Mother decided.’
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Holland Kirtan Benefit Festival May 2015



by Thrisha & Tom



Living the Sanatan Dharma - Kirtan Benefit Festival in Sada Shiva Dham A million pranams to all the Dutch Baba family for creating the Kirtan Benefit Festival at the end of May 2015. Baba’s home in Holland was filled with people of all faiths and nationalities, all singing the divine names - it really was living Sanatan Dharma. Present were the radiant and familiar faces from the Haidakhandi family, as well as new open-hearted visitors who came for the first time to a Babaji ashram. They came to participate in the kirtan and music, but also took part in havan, aarati and karma yoga and had Baba and Muniraji’s darshan. I personally met several people who said coming to Sada Shiva Dham had changed their lives. And whilst we were all experiencing deep inner work, some 5000 Euros were also raised for the Haidakhandi Charitable Hospital and the Gift of Vision project which cures blindness for poor villagers in some of the remotest and poorest sections of the Kumaon region. Tom and I felt honoured to be able to take part. These gatherings are a wonderful service - to ourselves and to others. We all ‘benefit.’



Next UK Bhakti Festival: 29/30 April – 2nd May 2016 at Osho Leela Ashram, Dorset, UK. Next Kirtan Benefit Festival 2016 in Rieferath – date to be announced. For more information see www.tablatom.com Gaby writes: The music at the Kirtan Benefit Festival in Holland extended



far beyond the usual aarati and bhajans routine, but turned more into a mini Glastonbury festival of sacred music, played to an amazingly high standard. It included musicians from Neem Karoli Baba, Sufi, Buddhist and Osho communities, who brought their workshops, prayers and mantras. One person said: “After a day or so, the music became simply irresistible, it drew me in like a magnet and finally made me let go of my stress and melt in an ocean of pure bliss. Everyone was dancing.”
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United Kingdom



by Gaby



Haidakhan Samaj UK - A new dawn for England The HSUK Ashram of five years in Devon has now been successfully sold. Gayatri, who served as caretaker and pujari, with help from Habiba, has moved into her own home near Exeter, where she continues to offer weekly aarati. Meanwhile the HSUK energy has shifted once more, this time involving a wider Babaji community, and currently centred in the Glastonbury area. The HSUK story has been a long one. It all began with weekly araati in Patsy’s flat in West London in the early eighties, and community building through Babaji events at Gopal Hari and Ambika’s home. We briefly rented a place in Wales, looked after by Jai Shankar, and Goma and Babaji healing tents did Babaji’s outreach work. In 2003 Blaengors farmhouse in remote West Wales became our first proper ashram. After some years, Blaengors was replaced by Haccadown, a cottage with six acres of land in the Devonshire country side near Exeter. Now this also has been sold. The energy has shifted once more, this time close to the well-known pilgrimage destination Glastonbury, where a large group of Babaji devotees already live. Hari Sudha and Durga Das, who themselves only moved to this area in 2013, have now generously opened their doors to significant HSUK events. On 25th July they hosted a successful AGM with some 30 devotees attending araati and havan in the morning. After lunch, the outgoing chair, Radha Ananda, conducted the meeting and election process which took no longer than 40 minutes - an all time record for the shortest AGM in the history of the British Samaj! HSUK is happy to announce Durga Das as the new Chair and Tabla Tom as Vice Chair, Gaby as Secretary, while Enoch remains as Treasurer. And so a new beginning was marked with a high turnout of devotees (for UK standards), the shortest AGM ever and a vibrant new committee. Please change your old HSUK contact details ! This is the new one: Durga Das (Chair): [email protected] Tabla Tom (vice chair) [email protected]
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Portugal



by Chandani



I would like to participate and help in Jai HO´s work. I am ready to join the healers group and help organizing meetings, workshops, etc. I am from Portugal, where there is no Ashram or Center until now. I offer my place where there is a small temple and a Dhuni recently built for Puja, Aarati, Japa, Meditation and Havan. If there is any way I can help at this moment, please count on me. I have a FB page under the name Chandani Haidiyakhandi, which aims to spread His Message and touch other people hearts through His Teachings. I would really like to help spread His Message in Portugal. Grateful, Chandani Haidiyakhandi [email protected]



Schweibenalp



by Sundar



I just inaugurated yesterday a beautiful wooden Ganesha which was gifted to Schweibenalp by a close friend Mike Booth who had him for many years. He weighs about 90 pounds and is over a meter high with a very happy face bringing wellbeing and success. He sits in the dhuni and so many people, members and volunteers helped unpack him and get him ready on his assan and to decorate him. Now many visit him. His radiance is amazing. May he bless all beings. Sundar
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France



by Mukundi



During our last Babaji Autumn week-end in Auvergne, where we discussed the sensitive topic of an ashram in France, it became clear that most of us needed first to come together for longer time periods to test ourselves in a common living experience of this kind of life. So we spent seven days together in July this year, again in Auvergne, where Michel (the vicepresident of the Samaj) generously offered his holiday guesthouse for our programme. Several people were willing to help in the organization like Manjula. We also decided to have an ‘elder’ presence during this time, so Martin Baba from Holland and Turkantam from France came for three days. We had a programme with havan, padukas pujas, aaratis, satsang and of course karma yoga. It was a great time - very inspiring. The one week programme allowed everyone to participate quietly in the rhythm and without pressure, which was very necessary for those of us who felt quite tired from our working lives. One example of this was that we had installed the temple in a living-room and at the beginning many new people were sitting far away on the sofa, but with the daily practice, slowly-slowly, people came closer spontaneously, sitting on the ground nearer to the altar. It was good to see how it came from an inside feeling rather than from an outside injunction. The simple and quiet presence of Martin Baba was very precious during both the ceremonies and satsangs. It was also great to have Turkantam with us, with his touching singing and music, playing aarti with Purnananda or giving us a nice bhajans recital. We were also happy to have a dhrupad recital from Dilip.
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We had a strong and inspired cooking team with Gina, Miclo, and Arlette. We started to build a dhuni structure in the garden, and it was nice to see it grow during the week. Nature was also participating with the donkeys doing the conch sound during the puja to the fire… Some people came for part and others for the entire of programme. Even though we were a small crowd, there was a unique quality of being, celebrating, singing and working together with enthusiasm and joy. We were all happy to enter deeply into this ‘Baba bath’ as Yashvir called it. It opened up a new and promising perspective for the future….. Some comments from those who attended: Odile: "It was a first for me. This retreat in Auvergne, reminded me of my Catholic retreat before my Communion. A beautiful moment of sharing. At first, I wondered a little what I was doing there, and then I started to enter in the spiritual and friendly atmosphere. And despite my complete ignorance of the songs and rituals, I was accepted and treated like all those presents. This allowed me to regain awareness of my divinity." Manjula: “Back home ! Yes, it was a very beautiful and a real retreat : profound, joyful , authentic which despite my small pains made me feel deeply rested and gave me a lot of energy and strength. I really liked the presence of Martin Baba, Turkantam and all; this group was very supporting and supported. I liked their sharing of the experiences they had near Babaji and about their sadhana. Thank you Mukundi and Purnananda for your service to Babaji
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News from India



Gurupurnima Chilianaula – 31st July 2015



by Col BS Rana



Guru Purnima was celebrated at Chilianaula with lots of enthusiasm and full preparations. The weather was excellent with intermittent blessings from Lord Indra. Ms Pratibha planned and organised the event meticulously. Local ladies and the Ashram staff came forward to bear the responsibilities and helped Pratibha in every sphere including decorating the temple. Mr & Mrs Ashok Chandra from Delhi attended the function and performed all the rituals of the Gurupurnima Pooja as chief hosts with Maya Pati Acharya ji in attendance.



Non-stop chanting of SADASHIV



CHARITAMRIT at Baba ji's Kutia started at 11.00 a.m on 30 July 2015. It was well organised by Shri Vinod Acharyaji. The Shlokas were sung melodiously throughout by Shri Vionod Acharya and his team in turn.



Abhishake of



Shri Babaji, followed by abhishake of Shri Muniraj ji, started at 10.30 a.m on 31 Jul 2015 after completing the chanting of SADASHIV CHARITAMRIT. The function culminated with a sumptuous Bhandara prepared by our cook Uttam and his team. More than 150 devotees enjoyed the bhandara. The function went off peacefully with every one satisfied. Bhole Baba Ki Jai!
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Shri  Babaji’s  Charitable  Hospitals www.babajiayurveda.com



www.babajihospital.com



by Sanjeev Sarna - July 2015



The rains have descended on the Kumaon Himalayas and this signals a lower patient load on the Hospital. We have used this relatively less busy period to swing into action and ramp-up the infrastructure and maintenance of the different departments. However we are still serving an average OPD of 70-80 patients per day and conducting 6-7 cataract surgeries per day. 1. RENOVATION OF TWO OPERATION THEATRES AND POST-RECOVERY ICUs The OT for the eye department was completely renovated with state-of the art-equipment and the equipment for the new retina facility was also installed. The new OT for the ENT department was also completed from scratch. The ICU recovery room was renovated and a new ICU recovery room has been set up for the new ENT department. 2. NEW ENT DEPARTMENT BEGINS SERVING THE COMMUNITY We are very pleased to share that the new ENT Department began functioning under Dr. Poonam Gupta and is serving a good number of patients every day. The department provides OPD and surgery facilities to poor patients.
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3. RENOVATION OF THE COMPLETE HOSPITAL AND NEW UNIFORMS



The flooring of the entire hospital has been re-laid. All surfaces in the hospital have been re-painted with disinfectant paint which will help keep the hospital cleaner and more hygienic. All the staff and doctors of the hospital have sparkling new uniforms; complete with the hospital emblem and personal photo-identity tags. 4. INSTALLATION OF NEW SURGICAL AND OPD EQIPMENT FOR THE NEW RETINA CENTRE AND THE EYE DEPARTMENT



The entire equipment for the two facilities has been purchased on staggered payment basis. This means that the manufacturers and suppliers have made all this sophisticated equipment available for use by the hospital to serve the poor; however, we are under severe pressure to meet our payment schedules for this equipment if we are to continue operating these services. Hence we send out our heartfelt appeal to the entire Samaj to work together to raise the necessary funding to meet the payment schedule. State-of-the-art equipment installed for the two facilities. 5. LAUNCH OF SERVICES AT THE NEW RETINA CENTRE



The new retina centre has begun serving the community under the stewardship of Dr. Renuka Chawla who comes in once a week from Rudrapur to conduct consultations and surgeries after the departure of Dr. Urvashi Goja. Numbers of patients are expected to increase sharply after the end of the rainy season. 6. NEWLY RE-VAMPED PATHOLOGY DEPARTMENT



The Pathology Department has been shifted to the ground floor to help manage traffic better. The department has been ramped up and equipped with the latest equipment for pathological tests. 7. A WONDERFUL GIFT FROM THE HOLLAND SAMAJ



We are thankful to the Holland Samaj who organized a Kirtan Festival in Holland. They raised 5000 Euros for the hospital which they used to send 4 autoclaves and a printer to the hospital. These will be installed with gratitude after the equipment clears customs and import into India. BHOLE BABA KI JAI!
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Regarding Donations to the Hospitals:



The Samaj appeals to all who



would like to contribute towards the gift of sight. Contributions of US$ 50 and above would be a great help towards providing sight to elderly poor people suffering from cataracts.



Jai HO writes: When we make our single



donations into the Indian Samaj account - the banks take quite a large slice each time, so we want to bring to your attention an alternative donating



system



using



the



American



Haidakhan



Samaj,



see:



www.babajisamaj.us charitable giving system. It has an established PayPal account for donating to the Babaji Hospitals, Herakhan or Chilianaula Ashrams in India. Under the Join or Make Donation heading on the first page there is the following notice: “You are welcome to make a donation at any time, and can earmark whether you want it to go to the Hospital or Ashrams in India…..”



The American Haidakhan Samaj is a non-profit



organization and it is not necessary to be American or live in the USA to make a donation for India using the PayPal system. If you are not a US citizen the PayPal receipt will be your documentation of the gift. When designating your donation please complete the ‘Comments’ section on the form to state where you want the gift to go to. Click on: www.babajisamaj.us Where it says ‘Send to’, insert: American Haidakhan Samaj P.O. Box 20205 Seattle, WA 98102 United States



For any problems please email The American Samaj Treasurer: Richard Cahall, - on: [email protected]
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Maha Shakti Dhuni



The sacred Maha Shakti Dhuni, located by the Gautami Ganga river in the gardens below the Haidakhan Ashram was built with Babaji's own hands and inaugurated in August 1983. Babaji enrolled the much loved Harigovind Baba, who lovingly nurtured the dhuni constantly for many years. Many people have experienced the power and love of the Divine Mother that has been evoked both during and since that time. Many inspired devotees have done great service for Ma and the Dhuni over the last thirty years. During its recent history, the Dhuni and the sacred fire were not attended to during high summer and monsoon seasons. But once again the Dhuni fire burns continuously, due to devoted and inspired pujaris and pujarins and the work of a local villager Bachhi Singh - himself a village pujari. The ongoing maintenance of the Dhuni not only takes constant work, but it also requires our help with funding. The Shakti Dhuni is financed by donation only. Donations pay for maintenance, puja items and supplies, firewood (Rs 30,000 per year). We also provide a small allowance for our long term pujaris and a small wage for our Indian caretaker. If you feel inspired to give financial support please note the website: http://www.mahashaktidhuni.com/
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2015-2016 DATES SEPTEMBER 2015 st 1 Maha Munirajji Samadhi Divas th 5 Shri Krishna Janamashtami th 13 Amavasya th 17 Ganesh Chaturthi st 21 Radha Ashtam th 27 Anant Chaudas th 28 Purnima & Ekam Shradha OCTOBER nd 2 Gandhi Jayanti th 12 Pittar Amavasya th 13 Ashvin (Autumn ) Navratri Starts 21st Durga Navmi Navratri Ends nd 22 Vijay Dashmi th 27 Sharad Purnima th 30 Karwa Chauth NOVEMBER rd 3 Ahoi Ashtami th 9 Dhan Teras th 10 Choti Diwali th 11 Diwali, Amavasya & Laxmi Puja th 12 Annakoot th 13 Bhaiya Dooj th 25 Purnima & Guru Nanak Jayanti DECEMBER rd 3 Mahakal Bhairav Jayanti th 11 Amavasya th 25 Christmas, Purnima & Dattatreya Jayant JANUARY 2016 st 1 New Year th 10 Amavsya th 13 Lohri th 14 Maka Sankranti th 24 Purnima th 26 Republic Day (India)



FEBRUARY th 8 Amavsya th 13 Basant Panchami th 20 Babaji Mahasamadhi nd 22 Magh Purnima MARCH th 7 Maha Shivratri th 9 Amavsya th 12 Babaji Prakatya Divas nd 22 Holika Dahan & Purnima rd 23 Dhulandi APRIL th 7 Amavsya th 8 Chaitra Navratri (Samvat 2073 starts) th 13 Baishakhi th 15 Shri Ram Navmi th 16 Navaratri Ends th 20 Mahaveer Jayanti nd 22 Hanuman Jayanti & Purnima MAY th 6 Amavsya th 8 Parshuram Jayanti th 9 Akshay Tritiya st 21 Buddha Purnima JUNE 5th Amavasya & Bat Pujan th 14 Ganga Dushera th 20 Purnima & Kabir Jayanti JULY th 4 Amavasya th 6 Rath Yatra th 15 Dev Shayam Ekadashi th 16 Shri Muniraj Jayanti, Kark Sankranti th 19 Gurupurnima & Vyas Puja AUGUST nd 2 Amavsya th 7 Nag Panchami th 18 Purnima & Raksha Bandhan st 21 Shri Muniraj Samadhi Divas th th 24 /25 Krishna Janmashtami
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Jai HO - Next Generation Gathering and Life Skills Training th



th



Holland - 11 to 15 July 2016 - before Gurupurnima in Holland



We are planning to offer a 4 day gathering and skills training for Babaji next generation and any spiritually minded people between the ages of 18 and 35. The event will begin on Monday 11th July 2016 at Sada Shiva Dham, and attendance and accommodation for the 4 days will be free of charge. A survey will shortly be sent out to those next generation email addresses that we have, to ascertain what is desired. If you would like to be included in the survey and application procedure please contact: [email protected] or [email protected] There will be opportunities for community satsang, music, dance, puja, karma yoga and voluntary individual mentoring/coaching sessions. The main event will offer some of the following skills trainings and experiential workshops. World Café Mindfulness Principles of Spiritual Leadership & healthy communications Couple Relationships Workshop New Sustainable Cultures discussion & workshop Conflict Management experiential workshop Non-Violent Communication skills Discussing how to present Babaji and the teachings in a global contemporary way and language Poetry, spiritual philosophy and spiritual practise within Indian Sacred Language and the Haidakhandi Aarti Spiritual Enquiry The trainers will include some of the following teachers, therapists and facilitators: Nan Singh (Australia), Sundar (Schweibenalp), Lok Nath and Gayatridevi (USA), Rosie (UK), Mayaram and Nandani (Slovenia), Gaby (UK), Raghuvir (Thailand), Rob (UK), Jamuna and Kharku (Thailand). Donations to Jai HO to help with its costs are welcome.
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Letters From MayaRam (Slovenia) “I have subject to share with you. It is about ashrams, which are translated in our society as ‘monasteries’. The basic idea for a monastery is to go into a local place where people are separated from worldly activities; money, family, news.... This can be contradictory with our way of life, therefore ashrams are not easy to sustain. So my idea is that we concentrate in the West on creating HAIDAKHANDI COMMUNITIES rather than ashrams. These communities should have some basic similar activities, (e.g. aarati, yagyas, principles of karma yoga and japa), but they can be different in organisation or activities. I would be grateful if somebody would like to comment on this. Letter from Lok Nath: ‘Imagine - Virtual Ashrams !’ Where is your God? Do you worship a God outside of yourself? Or is your devotion to an inner felt-sense of love that you desire to express to the world around you? Maybe the answer is both? However we answer the God question, don’t we want our Babaji ashrams to be times, places, events and practices where our relationship with the Divine is deepened and expanded? Where we express our love of God and creation in our relationships with others and all of nature? That said, can we begin to imagine more Babaji Ashrams? Doesn’t a world plagued by human violence and the destruction of our environment need them? Not Ashrams built on land, bricks and mortar, but on expressions of love for the Divine and for each other? An Ashram might then be people saying “I love you” on Skype; organizing a food bank; singing Kirtan together in a house or rented hall; celebrating Navaratri in tents. How else can you imagine ‘virtual Ashrams’ to transform the world? Letter from Patsy (UK) “Reading the Spring Journal, I really sympathised with Pujari when he talked about problems with the Drozhzhino project and the Russian Samaj, and felt it was Babaji not letting it happen. It was the same for us in
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England when we tried and tried to establish an Ashram. Since 1982, one group after another put their heart and soul into finding a suitable place and as one door opened another seemed to close. It became a nightmare from which no-one could escape and continued through the years until Blaengors happened. When that failed, Haccadown came along and it soon became apparent that this would fail too. You can imagine how we all felt. The people closely involved with these projects suffered the most. The fallout caused many friends to part, hearts to be broken and disillusion on a grand scale. Their love and devotion to serving Babaji in this way had come to nothing. Out of this experience and no longer having to struggle to make it happen, a spark of hope has returned. Of course there is much healing to take place, but when I asked friends what they thought the money we now have should be used for, they said without hesitation “It’s for our Ashram”. I was quite shocked, because I really couldn’t believe that people still thought we’d ever have an Ashram. Perhaps we will, perhaps we won’t. But the fact that there’s such faith and devotion among devotees towards reaching this goal brings a tear to my eye. I think everyone involved in Babaji’s work in this country are wonderful people. They never give up and are to be admired for that. A Response by Meriel Darby to Spring 2015 Journal article on: Why we need rituals in our lives, with an emphasis on last rites. I loved your Ritual piece - I thought it was excellent and interesting. I particularly loved the idea of the Jewish one: “In the Jewish tradition for example, there is the ‘shiver’, a seven day period in which the family and community take over all the daily chores for the bereaved, allowing them to do the one thing they really need to do at that time, which is to mourn.” I also liked you saying that rituals engender mystery. I would add that they put the particular death into a wider context too, into the mystery of all our lives and deaths, the trillions that have gone before us and the trillions that are to come, which makes me feel both comforted and somehow braver.'
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Shree Moti Bhagwan



by Shri Alok Banerjee



I am sad to inform you that MOTI BABA passed away this afternoon in Patna. 15th June 2015 Shree Babaji had designated him His 'Official Barber' and made him live in Haidakhan for many years and would send His devotees to Moti Baba for Mundan.



An ardent devotee of Shree Babaji, Motiji was ailing for some time now and was mostly living with his grandson in Patna and would sometimes visit his son Ghanshyam, living with us in Allahabad. His family say that he was over 100 years old. Moti Baba had received initiation in Kriya Yoga and was also well versed in the old Hindu scriptures. Very often Shree Babaji would call him to recite the holy verses during the evening darshans. His passing away is a great loss to the Samaj and personally to me. We offer our deep condolence and sympathies to the family of Moti Baba and pray to Shree Babaji to bestow eternal peace to the departed soul. Shree Moti Baba was born more than 100 years back (exact year is not known) in a village called Kushalpur in the Patna District of Bihar (India). Since his early years he was of a religious nature and would do his sadhana in a Devi temple in his village. He would do regular readings from the Holy Scriptures like the Gita, Ramayana and the Sundar Kand. In his village he would advise everyone to always sing in praise of the Lord. After his marriage he shifted to the village of his in-laws, called Bandh Rasulpur in district Nalanda in Bihar. Here he was initiated in Kriya Yoga by
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Shri Shankar Baba, who was a devotee of Maha Avatar Baba. He and his wife Patna Mataji and son Shri Mritunjay Babu built a temple in Patna dedicated to Shree 1008 Haidakhan Baba and still maintain it with regular puja & aarti. In the year 1973 Shree Moti Baba had darshan of Shree Babaji in Haidakhan and ever since came under His shelter and served Him till his last days. Shree Babaji designated Moti Baba as His official Barber and would call him by different names like ‘Moti Thakur’, ‘Moti Baba’ and ‘Moti Bhagwan’. He was a pious and gentle soul and served the Babaji Family by performing mundan. On 15th June 2015, Shree Moti Baba passed away in Patna and forever went into eternal peace with his beloved Guru Shree Mahaprabhuji. The following two stories (published by Indravatiji and Munnaji in the book ‘Sansmaran’) from the life of Moti Baba speak of his ardent devotion and faith in Shree Babaji: 1. “Moti Bhagwan, a long time devotee of Babaji, (‘official’ barber in Haidakhan, appointed by Baba) now in his late eighties, had a very frail and thin physical frame even thirty years ago. When Babaji was visiting Bihar on one yatra, Moti was always around catering to His every need. As was usual with Babaji’s presence, many people had gathered around Him. Suddenly Babaji informed Moti that He wished to leave. Moti was still asking himself how they could possibly walk out of such a large crowd, when Baba simply jumped onto his back and urged him to run. Goodness! How was he going to carry Baba’s full weight on himself like this? Just as the thought crossed his mind, Baba – to his amazement – became light as feather, weighing as much as a small child! Moti carried Him piggyback all the way to where He wished to go “ 2. “Someone reported against Moti Bhagwan to Babaji. Moti was ordered to be brought in front of Him immediately. While berating Moti with words, Babaji picked up a stick and began to beat him with it. But, in Moti Bhagwan’s own words, the beating was as if someone was touching him with a feather. There was not only no pain, there was not even the slightest feeling of discomfort.
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Editorial Sarasvati Ma, Goddess of speech, communication, music, knowledge and divine inspiration ! With her attributes she stands right at the centre of our community through song, sound, mantras, scriptural texts and the way we communicate with one another through satsang. So what new inspiration is happening in our Babaji family? It seems that there is a mood for bigger questioning of our intent, and a clearer voicing of our struggle to relate our daily life in modern society with our Babaji programmes and ashrams. For example MayaRam’s and Lok Nath’s letters on page 38 throw up the issue of ashrams for debate. There are the questions being addressed by Jai HO and its attempts at inspiring new avenues of thinking and acting. Also there’s a new Bhakti/Kirtan Festival impulse. Finally, it has been recommended to the Editors that our next Journal theme should be: “WHAT IS BABAJI FOR YOU ?” For instance addressing the following: It has been over thirty years since Babaji’s Maha Samadhi and it would be interesting to know how we have come to understand His Presence on this Earth in the meantime. What is Babaji for you? How have you distilled your experience of Him ? There will always be those who lean toward progressive change and those to whom maintaining the purity of the original systems is paramount. In many situations in the world we have a pressing need to find a middle way that tolerates and embraces both of these points of view freely. So these big questions within our Babaji community need open debate and all voices heard. This Journal is one way to do this. After years of asking for letters to the editor, we are delighted that finally we have received some ! Write to us now with your thoughts and inspirations please. Please continue your support of our charitable hospitals and ashrams in India both by coming to our festivals and Ashrams, and by donating to our Indian charitable projects - see our recommended method on page 34. The International Haidakhandi Journal (IHJ) is published twice a year for each Navaratri time. It is edited and published by Rob and Gaby in Oxford
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supported by the Jai HO admin group and the Editorial Advisory Board of Alok, Gayatri Devi, Lok Nath, Raghuvir and Kharku.



Publication is on the



websites of the Indian Samaj on www.haidakhandisamaj.org in book form, and in more open format on www.internationalhaidakhandijournal.com administered by Planetbabaji. The responsibility for the content lies with the Editors supported by their Advisory Board. However the Editors do not take responsibility for individual’s stories or articles. We often need to edit information sent to us for the purpose of shortening the length of articles or improving written English or presentation. Please contact the Editors on [email protected] Journal 13 will be published in February 2016 with the theme: WHAT IS BABAJI FOR YOU ? Who or what is He for us today ?
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